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Abstract: This paper is a survey of algebraic modeling languages, which are playing an increasingly 
prominent role in the application of mathematical programming. An algebraic language is a computer 
readable language in which the objective function and the constraints of an optimization model am 
described algebraically. The emphasis in this paper is on descriptions of prominent language features, 
and comparisons with other representations of mathematical programs. The language features are 
evaluated on the basis of their contribution to the human ability to understand, maintain and verify 
model descriptions. Several recent research contributions are mentioned indicating that there is ample 
room for both improvements of algebraic languages and new types of languages. 
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I, Introduction 
LL Scope and purpose 
An algebraic language for mathematical programming is a language to state a mathematical program- 
ming problem in a form that closely corresponds to the algebraic notation commonly found in articles 
and textbooks uch as [16,87]. Algebraic languages for mathematical programming form a natural 
complement of the extensive solution software developed by the mathematical programming community. 
These languages permit an understandable, maintainable and verifiable formulation of models for the 
analysis and solution of practical problems in a large variety of application domains. 
In recent years the development of modeling technology for mathematical programming has gained 
attention within the research community as can be seen by the growth of papers and systems dealing with 
modeling languages. In this paper a survey is provided with ~veral goals in ~ind. 
A first goal is to provide an initial orientation to those readers who are not familiar with algebraic 
languages for mathematical programming. A second goal is to provide a classification of languages for 
mathematical programming and to demonstrate he importance their differences. A third goal is to 
indicate several specific aspects of algebraic languages which directly contribute to the human ability to 
understand, maintain, and verify model formulations. 
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1.2. Background 
Numerous applications of mathematical programming involve decision making situations in which a 
good or optimal decision according to some criterion must be reached. This implies that a formulation of
a mathematical programming model consisting of solution variables, constraints and an objective 
criterion must be specified in a computer readable form. Such a form must then be read, and the 
underlying mathematical model must be solved using a mathematical programming solution system. 
Finally, the resulting mathematical solution must be translated into a human readable form. Those 
readers interested in the technology to solve mathematical programming problems are referred to the 
survey and comparison papers [76,77,85]. 
As the capability to solve large problems continues to increase, the other two essential steps, namely 
the formulation of the model and the interpretation f model results, become the limiting factors in the 
productivity of model building teams. As a result, the automated support of these two steps has gained 
increasing attention i  the mathematical programming community. Other papers urveying this technol- 
ogy are [27,34,39,82]. 
Closely related to the productivity of a model building team is the human ability to understand, 
maintain, and verify a model. The understandability of amodel is a requirement for end users and those 
persons responsible for model maintenance and model verification (auditing). The maintainability of a 
model is a requirement whenever the scope or the level of detail must be changed. The verifiability of a 
model is a requirement tofind errors such as those related to typing, units and index order. 
The total amount of time needed to gain an understanding of the model, to perform necessary 
modifications and to verify the model results is influenced by several factors. Major factors are the 
combined communicative and analytical skills of the model building team, the complexity of the subject 
and the language used. In this paper only the influence of the modeling language is addressed. This 
influence of notation will be illustrated in Section 2, and serves as motivating background of this paper. 
Outline 
In order to permit a selective reading of this paper the following outline is provided. 
In Section 2 the influence of notation on the representation of mathematical models is illustrated with 
an example. In Section 3 a classification ispresented tooverview the historical development ofmodeling 
technology for linear programming. This classification traces a path from representations that are 
convenient to algorithms to representations that are convenient to model builders. In addition, an 
analogy with programming languages is provided to emphasize the differences inthese model representa- 
tions. In Section 4 the extension of selected model representations for mixed integer and nonlinear 
programming ar considered. In Section 5 three fundamental spects of algebraic languages, namely, 
index sets, the separation between model and data and the integration with other components in a 
mathematical programming environment are considered. Each of these aspect:s influences the human 
ability to understand, maintain and verify model representations. Finally, in Section 6 selected recent 
contributions tothe representation f mathematical programming problems are mentioned. 
2. Influence of notation 
In this section two notations will be considered. In the first notation each symbol denotes one 
individual entity in the real world, and numbers are directly entered into the objective function and the 
constraints. The right hand side of each constraint contains only one numerical value. In contrast, he 
second notation provides indexing, a summation operator (which permits grouping of similar terms in a 
constraint) and a 'for all' quantifier (which permits grouping of similar constraints into one) and a way to 
specify parameter values in the form of tables or formulas. 
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2.1. A basic mixing problem 
A basic version of the mixing problem for cattle feed consists of finding the cheapest mix of 
ingredients satisfying nutrient and demand requirements. In this example there are five ingredients and 
three nutrients. The symbol x i, i ~ I ~ {1 . . . . .  5} is used to denote the nonnegative (unknown) amount of 
ingredient i used to produce the required amount of cattle feed in the final mix. 
The first model formulation uses a notation whkh contains each individual term and each ind~idual 
constraint explicitly. The objective function sums the cost of each ingredient times the amount used of 
that ingredient: 
minimize 1.7x t + 2.1x 2 + 1.4x 3 + 1.7x 4 + 1.8x 5. 
For each nutrient here is a constraint which states that the sum of each ingredient times the nutrient 
fraction of that ingredient satisfies the minimum required fraction in the final mix times the required 
amount o be produced. There is also a single constraint to ensure that exactly the required amount of 
cattle feed is produced: 
subject o 0.13x I + 0.24x z + 0.12x 3 + 0.25x 4 + C.!~x 5> 10.0 ( ffi 50.0 × 0.200), 
0.34x I + 0.12x 2 + 0.44x 3 + 0.44x4 + 0.48x 5 > 21.0 ( ffi 50.0 × 0.420), 
O.03x t + O.05x 2 + O.Olx 3 + O.Olx 4 + O.Olx 5 > 0.75 ( = 50.0 x 0.015), 
x I +x  2+x 3+x 4 +x  s =50.0. 
A model formulation in the second notation consists of the following three parts. The first part 
contains the declarations of the sets, parameters and variables. The second part contains the structure of 
both the objective function and the constraints. The third part contains the data in the form of tables. 
Sets: 
I : Ingredients. 
N : Nutrients. 
Parameters: 
ci : Cost of ingredient i, i ~ 1 (S/ton). 
r n : Required fraction of nutrient n, n ~ N. 
fn.~ : Fraction of nutrient n in ingredient i.
d : Demand (tons). 
Variables: 
x i : Amount of ingredient i used, i ~ / ,  x i > 0 (tons). 
The actual formulation of the objective function and the constraints i specified next. 
Minimize ~ cix ~ 
iE! 
subject o ~ fn,ixl ~ r,d, Vn ~ N, 
i~! 
Ex i  =d. 
iE! 
The data section is contained in Table 1. 
Comparing the previous two formulations one may note that, even though they are mathematically 
equivalent, here are several differences. A first difference is that it is easier to understand the intended 
meaning of the second formulation than the first. Consider the following observations. 
• The intended meaning of the numbers in the left hand sides of the constraints must be separately 
documented in the first formulation. In the second formulation, these numbers are entered in the 
data table and their intended meaning is apparent from this context. 
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Table 1 f(n, i) 
Data  section. I = {1 . . . . .  5}, N ~ {1, 2, 3}, d = 50 
Nutrient n Ingredient i Required 
1 2 3 4 5 fraction r n 
1 0.13 0.24 0.12 0.25 0.15 0.200 
2 0.24 0.12 0.44 0.44 0.48 0.420 
3 0.03 0.05 0.0l 0.0l 0.0l 0.015 
Cost c~ 1.7 2.1 1.4 1.7 1.8 
- The value of the right hand side of a constraint is the product of a nutrient fraction with the 
production quantity. This fact is apparent in the second formulation. In the first formulation this fact 
only becomes apparent from the separate documentation. 
A second difference is that several changes of the model are more easily incorporated in the second 
formulation than in the first. Consider the following changes: 
® A change in the required amount o be produced from 50 to 60 tons of cattle feed. In the first 
formulation, the right hand sides of each constraint must be updated. In the second formulation only 
the value of d is updated. 
® An extension to incorporate 20 ingredients and 10 nutrients (which is perhaps more realistic for this 
type of model). The first formulation then consists of 21 constraints. In the second formulation only 
the size of the table with numbers changes, while the structure of the table and constraints remains 
the same. 
A third difference is that the second formulation is more easily checked for errors than the first 
formulation. Consider the following errors: 
® A fraction is not in the range [0,1] or the sum of the fractions is greater than 1. A check on this error 
in the first formulation consists of first finding the elements in a column corresponding to these 
fractions and then performing the check. This task is typically done by a person or, alternatively, by a 
computer program especially written for this purpose. In the second notation, however, it is 
straightforward to locate the relevant information for such a check in the data tables. In addition, it 
is easy to formulate the check as an assertion to be verified subsequently by a computer. The 
assertion in this case could be )~n,~ [0, 1] and Vn ~ N: ~i ~ ifn,~ < 1. 
® The product of a required nutrient fraction and the amount produced has been entered erroneously. 
This error could only happen in the first formulation. 
For the reasons mentioned above the second formulation is the better one. 
2.2. A time-staged mixing problem 
A possible extension of the simple mixing problem is to split the planning horizon into several 
successive time periods. Arrivals, liftings and stock keeping come into the scope of the model. 
Again both formulations are presented. Each constraint has been given a name for later reference. 
The meaning of the individual variables and constraints i explained in the declaration section of the 
second formulation. The first formulation in terms of nonnegative variables follows next, and ma~ " be 
viewed as an explicit representation f the second formulation. 
Minimize 
1.7bm, * + 2.0bl. 2 + 3.0bt. 3+ 0.011s[, t + 0.011s[, 2 
+ 2.162. ! + 3.0b2, 2+ 3.562, 3+ 0.008s~,~ + 0.008s~, 2 + 0.020s[ 
+ 1.4b3. I + 2.3b3, 2+ 2.363. 3+ 0.014s~,, +0.014s~. 2 + 0.020s f 
+ 1.7b4 ~ + 2.0642 + 2.3b43 + 0.011s~, +0.011s~ 2 
f r r +0.020s2 + 1.8bs. t + 1.7bs,2 + 1.6bs,3 + 0.012ss,l + 0.012Ss. 2 
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subject to 
Fract,t: 0.13xLt + 0.24x2,t + 0.12x3a + 0.~x4a + 0.15x5.t - 0.200pt ~ 0, 
FracLz: 0.13xt.2 + 0.24x2. 2+ 0.12x3. 2+ 0.25x4. 2+ 0.15x5~ - 0.200p 2~ 0, 
Fract.3: 0.13xt, 3+ 0.24x2, 3+ 0.12x3, 3+ 0.25::4~ + 0.15x5~ - 0.200p 3~ 0, 
Frac2,t: 0.34xt, ! + 0.12x2a + 0A4x3a + 0.44x4, I + 0.48x5. ! - 0,420pt ~ 0, 
Frac2,z: 0.34xl, 2 + 0.12x2, 2+ 0.44x3, 2+ 0.44x4, 2+ 0.48xs, 2- 0,420p 2~ 0, 
Frae2,3: 0.34xL3 + 0.12x2, 3+ 0.44x3, 3+ 0.44x4, 3+ 0.48x5~ - 0.420p 3~ 0, 
Frac3A: 0.03x u + 0.05x2A + 0,01x3a + 0.01x4, ! + O.01x5a - 0,015p I ~ 0, 
Frac3.2: 0.03xt. 2+ 0.05X2. 2 + 0.01X3. 2 + 0.01X4. 2 + 0.01X5. 2 -- 0.015P2 >_ 0, 
Frac3.3: 0.03xL3 + 0.05X2. 3 + 0.01X3. 3 + 0.01X4. 3 + 0.01X5. 3 -- 0.015P3 ~ 0, 
Rawbalt.t: xt. t  - bt.t - S[.o + srt.t ~" O, 
Rawbalt,2: xt, z - bt, 2 - s[,! + s[, 2 = 0, 
Rawbalt.3:xt.3 - bl..3 - -  SrL2 + S[,3 ~ 0 ,  
Rawbal2.t: x2.~ - b2.t - sr,.o + s~.t = O. 
Rawbal 2.2: X2, 2 - -  b , . .2  - st2,1 3t" s~,2 :~ 0 ,  
r r _ Rawbal2.3: x2. 3 - b2. 3 - s2. 2 + s2. 3 - 0, 
- -  r r Rawbala.t: x3. t - b3. t s3. 0 + s3. t = 0, 
Rawbal3.2: x3. 2 - b3. 2 - s~.t + s~. 2 = 0, 
Rawbal3.3: X3,  3 - -  b3 ,  3 - s~o 2 + s~,  3 m 0 ,  
Rawbal4a: xa.t - b4.t - S~.o + s~.t = 0, 
Rawbal4.z: x4. 2 - b4. 2 - s r + s~. 2 = O, 4,1 
Rawbal4,3:x4.3 - b4 ,3  - s~,2 + s~,3 = 0 ,  
_ r r Rawbal5.t: x5. ~ - bs. ~ ss. 0 + Ss. t = 0, 
Rawbals.2: x5. 2 - bs. 2 - s~ a + s~. 2 = 0, 
- -  r r _ Rawbal5,3: Xs. 3 b5.  3 - s5.  2 + s5,  3 - 0 ,  
Finbal~: -So ~ + s[ -P t  = -50 ,  
Finbal2: - s [  +s2 f -P2  = -60 ,  
Finbal3: f f - s2  + s3 - P3 ~ - 70, 
Prodbalt: xt,~ +x2,t +Xa,t +x4, t  +xs,t -P t  = 0, 
Prodba l2 :xt ,2  +x2,2 +x3,2 +x4,2 +X5,2  - -P2  = 0 ,  
Prodbal3: x~,3 +x,,3 + x3,3 +x4.3 +x5,3 -p~ = 0. 
The second fommlation, presented below, is an extension of the second model formulation presented 
in the previou~ subsection. The extension i~ to split the planning horizon into T equal length time 
period~. Th~.a'e aie several -ew :~re.aps of parameters, variables and constraints for which the intended 
meaning i~ mdica~.c~ i~ ~he declaration section below. Both the construction and meaning of each 
constraint i~ rather straightforward. The nutrient requirement constraints Frac and the production 
balance constraints Prodbal should hold for each period in the planning horizon, and allow for 
overproduction i earlier periods. The group of Rawbal constraints tate that the differences in stock of 
an ingredient between period t and period t - 1 is equal to the difference of the amount bought and the 
amount used. Similarly, the Finbal constraints tate that the difference is stock of final product in period 
t and period t - 1 is equal to the difference of the amount produced and the demand of customers 
during that period. 
Dec larat ion  sect ion 
Sets: 
I : Ingredient names 
N : Nutrient names 
Parameters: 
T : Number of time periods in the planning horizon, T ~ {1 . . . .  }. 
c~, t : Cost of ingredient i in period t; i ¢ I, t ~- {1 . . . . .  T} (S/ton). 
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d t : Demand in period t; t ~ {1 . . . . .  T} (tons). 
fn,i : Fraction of nutrient n in ingredient i; i ~ I, n ~ N. 
r n : Required nutrient fraction n in cattle feed; n ~ N.  
fl i : Cost of stock keeping of ingredient i; i ~ I (S/ton). 
3" : Cost of stock keeping of cattle feed (S/ton). 
Variables: 
xi, t : Ingredient i processed uring period t; i ¢-- I, t ~ [1 . . . . .  T}, x~. t > 0 (tons). 
hi. t : Quantity of ingredient i bought during period t; i ~ 1, t ~ {1 . . . . .  T}, bi. t > 0 (tons). 
sit : Stock of ingredient i at end of period t; i ~ I, t ~ {0 . . . . .  T}, sit > 0 (tons). 
s t : Stock of cattle feed at end of period t; t ~ {0 . . . . .  T}, s f ~ 0 (tons). 
Pt : Cattle feed produced during period t; t ~ {1 . . . . .  T}, Pt ~ 0 (tons). 
Constraint names: 
Frac : Requirements on the nutrient fractions. 
Rawbal : Material balances for ingredients. 
Finbal : Material balances for cattle feed. 
Prodbal" The cattle feed is a mix of the ingredients. 
Structure section 
T 7'-I T--I 
Minimize E E c,.tb,., + E E ais:.t + E 3"sft 
subject to 
Frac :~iEtf,,jxi,t~r,,pt, Vn~N,  t~{1 . . . . .  T}, 
Rawbal :s~t-sir~_t ~bi.t-x~,v V i i i ,  t~{1 . . . . .  T}, 
Finbal s~-s f_ l~Pt -d , ,  Vt~{1 . . . . .  T}, 
Prodbal : Y~lxi.t=pt, Vt~{1 . . . . .  T}. 
The data section consists of the data in the tables presented in the previous section plus the data 
presented in Table 2 together with the values of 3' ~ 0.020 and T = 3. 
The comparisons noted in the previous subsection also apply to the formulations in this subsection. In 
addition, the differences in understandability, maintainability and verifiability have become more 
distinct. The following evidence is presented: 
Understandability. The first formulation has become one big block of names and numbers, the 
structure of which only becomes apparent after close inspection and after a considerable ffort in visual 
formatting. In the second formulation, the model consists of several distinct parts which can be read and 
understood individually and the model as a whole can be read and understood. In the second 
formulation effective use has been made of the human ability to abstract. 
Maintainability. The nutrient fractioas are repeated for each time-period in the planning horizon. A 
change as the result of using another ingredient or buying the ingredient at another quality, involves 
updating these numbers in the t'ormula'tion for each individual period. In the second formulation only the 
Table 2 
Ingredient i Cost of ingredient ci. t Stock keeping cost/~i 
Time period period t
1 2 3 
1 1.7 2.0 3.0 0.011 
2 2.1 3.0 3.5 0.008 
3 1.4 2,3 2.3 0.014 
4 1.7 2.0 2.3 0.011 
5 1.8 1.7 1.6 0.012 
Demand 50 60 70 
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corresponding table needs to be updated. This change does not have to be repeated for each period 
t ~ {1 . . . . .  T}. 
Verifiability. The sets used in this example are rather small. It is more typical to have 20 ingredients, 
10 nutrients and 7 time-periods. In that case the first formu!ation consists of 455 individual variables, 224 
individual constraints, 2198 individual terms in the constraints and 266 individual terms in the objective 
function. The correctness of both the position in the matrix and the value of each individual term must 
be checked. The second formulation consists of 2 sets, 6 parameters, 5 variables, an objective function 
and 4 constraints. In addition there are 379 numbers to be checked for correctness. 
2.3. Exte~ions of the mixing problem 
The mixing problems of the previous ections can be extended in many ways. Some examples are the 
introduction of several kinds of cattle feed, intermediate storage facilities, different geographical sites, 
etc. If the use of the first notation is at all feasible for such extensions, the sheer size of the model 
representation (a printout is enough to wallpaper a room) makes it tedious and error prone. From the 
previous examples it can be concluded that the language used has a major impact on the human ability to 
understand, maintain and verify a model. This is espeeiaUy true for larger applications in which a model 
contains a high level of detail (large sets) and a wide scope (many sets). 
3. From algorithm's form to modeler's form for linear programming 
The phrases 'algorithm's form' and 'modeler's form' were introduced by Fourer (see [27]), and are 
well established by now (see, e.g. [5,48,88]). They indicate extremes in the range of languages for the 
formulation of LPs. The algorithm's form of an LP is an efficient data structure for an algorithm. The 
modeler's form of an LP ts a representation in which the relation to the situation being modeled is stated 
clearly. In addition, it is independent of any algorithmic requirements. 
Several representations of linear programs (LPs) have been presented in the literature and they all are 
in between the above two extremes. Instead of detailing each representation individually, a classification, 
analogous to programming languages, will be used to structure the nex~ four subsections. The classifica- 
tion is based on Table 3. 
With the exception of the analogy between languages for LPs and languages for algorithms the 
following subsections follow the basic arguments as presented by Fourer [27]. They are included in this 
paper to illustrate that the algebraic form is not the only type of language for LPs, and to evaluate the 
various classes of languages according to the three criteria (understandability, maintainability and 
verifiability). 
3.1. Algorithm's form 
The algorithm's form of an LP is a matrix stored in a data structure designed to suit an algorithm. 
There are several such data structures depending on the specific ombination of algorithm and machine. 
Table 3 
Classes of modeling and programming languages 
Language for Language for Basis of similarity 
linear programs algorithms 
Algorithm's form Machine code Executable r presentation 
MPS form Assembly The use of mnemcnics 
Matrix generator Procedural Grouping of mnemonics 
Algebraic Functional Resemblallce to mathematical notation 
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A typical data structure for simplex based algorithms is a column-wise organization of the nonzero 
elements in the matrix. Another typical data structure for network algorithms i based on trees (see e.g. 
[16,25,68]). 
The algorithm's form of an LP is the analog of the machine code form of an algorithm. Both are 
binary representations which are executable by a computer. The advantage of the algorithm's form is 
computational efficiency. Storing only the nonzero elements requires a minimal amount of memory 
space. In addition, computations with very predictable results, such as multiplying by zero and adding 
zeros, can then be avoided. Setting up a data structure for a particular application is nontrivial and may 
require an excessive amount of documentation i  order to make it understandable. In addition, the 
algorithm's form is highly specific to the particular algorithm used, and maintaining several forms for 
different algorithms i  expensive and requires eparate verification. 
3.2. The MPS form 
The nearest form to the algorithm's form is the Mathematical Programming System (MPS) format. It 
is the de facto standard for storing an LP and its solution on secondary storage. Virtually all algorithms 
are able to read an LP stored in this format. Essentially, an MPS form is a mnemonic version of an 
algorithm's form. Selected aspects of MPS and an example are presented in Appendix D. More details 
can be found in e.g. [47,65]. The origins of MPS are detailed in [66]. 
The MPS form of an LP is the analog of the assembly language form of an algorithm. A line in the 
MPS form (representing one or two nonzero elements) consists of mnemonics which arc stored as binary 
numbers in the algorithm's form. A statement in the assembly language form consists of mnemonics 
which denote an instruction in binary format in machine code form. 
The existence of a standard for the representation f LPs has several advantages. First, once an MPS 
representation f an LP in MPS exists, there are several algorithms available to solve it. In addition, 
algorithms can be compared with test sets based on the MPS form, e.g. the netlib test set [31]. Finally, 
software xists to peruse and analyze an LP based on naming conventions within the MPS form (see e.g. 
[36,551). 
Despite its improvement over the algorithm's form, an MPS form of an LP is still difficult to 
understand. The main reason is that the intended meaning of an identifier cannot be stated dearly 
within its eight character name. The MPS form is also difficult to maintain. All the nonzero elements are 
enumerated in a long list without any apparent structure reflecting the underlying model. This makes it 
difficult to translate a change in the model to the corresponding change(s) in the MPS form. In addition, 
it is difficult to verify whether the underlying structure of the model is correctly represented. 
The underlying model structure of an LP is employed by the matrix generator form of an LP. This is 
the topic of the next section. 
3.3. The matrix generator form 
A matrix generator is a computer program to generate an LP matrix in MPS form. Such a computer 
program reads in the relevant raw data, computes the elements of the LP matrix from this raw data, 
constructs names for the rows and columns of the matrix, and writes out each section of the MPS form. 
Extra instructions can be added to such a matrix generator program to verify raw data, to remove zero 
elements, and to scale the elements of the matrix. 
The matrix generator form of an LP is the analog of a procedural form of an algorithm. In this form a 
statement refers to a group of names or columns, and the order of the statements must be the same as 
the order of the groups in the MPS form. Similarly, in the procedural form of an algorithm one 
statement refers to a group of assembly language instructions (e.g. an expression or a procedure call with 
parameter passing), and the order of the statements must be the same as the order of the corresponding 
groups of assembly language instructions. 
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Matrix generators have been written in general purpose programming languages uch as APL  C, 
FORTRAN, PASCAL and PL/I .  In addition, special anguages have been developed for the specifica- 
tion of matrix generators. Examples of such languages supporting only column-oriented reprcsenta~ 
are OMNI [41], MAGEN [42] and GAMMA [80,81]. Examples of matrix generators written in one of 
these languages can also be found in [27,39,65,88], and an example in OMNI is presented in Appendix E. 
Examples of matrix generator languages that provide row-wise formulations as an alternative are 
DATAFORM [54] and MAGIC [1,19,87]. In this paper a distinction is made between a matrix generator 
and a matrix generator language, ven though in practice both are often referred to as matt ix generators. 
The matrix generator form is easier to understand, maintain and verify than the MPS form for reasons 
similar to those stated in Section 2. However, matrix generator languages are still executable program- 
ming languages requiring programming skills to be used. In addition, some matrix generator languages 
enforce column-oriented model descriptions. For applications which are i taturally viewed row-wise this 
makes an extra translation step necessary. Finally, some matrix generator languages require the model 
builder to worry about the construction of MPS names. This implies tha~ (large) collections of 
abbreviations must be maintained and that name clashes must be avoided. 
3. 4. The algebraic form 
The algebraic form of an LP is a computer readable representation f the mathematical (constraint 
oriented) notation usually found in scientific textbooks (see, e.g. [16,87]), reports and articles. An 
example of an algebraic form can be found in Appendix F. 
An algebraic form of ~n LP is the analog of the functional form of an algorithm. The reader 
unfamiliar with functional programming languages may enjoy reading Backus' affirmative answer to his 
famous question: "Can programming be liberated from the van Neumann Style?" [6]. Interesting and 
elegant demonstrations of the viability of functional programming languages can be found in e.g. 
[43,50,84]. In the algebraic form the ordering of the definitions i  irrelevant, which is also the case for the 
definitions in a functional program. In addition, both forms are based on mathematical notation which 
emphasizes the functionality of a construct and not the way the construct is implemented. 
The support of indexing (see Section 2) is important for an algebraic language. Examples of algebraic 
languages which do not support indexing are LINDO [72] and an early version of ALPS [2]. These 
languages are chiefly used for educational purposes, and they are less suited to large scale applications. 
The remainder of this subsection is restricted to those algebraic languages that do support indexing. 
A model written in an algebraic language typically contains ections for the following items: index sets, 
parameters, decision variables, objective and constraints. In the index set section the names and contents 
of the index sets are specified. Examples are city names, time periods and products. In the parameter 
section numerical data is specified or derived. Examples are distance figures, cost per unit distance and 
demand ata which are expressed in terms of city names, time periods and/or products. Cost figures can 
be derived from the distance figures and the cost per unit distance. In the variable section groups of 
decision variables are declared. An example is the level of transport between pairs of cities. In the 
constraint section groups of constraints are declared and specified. Examples are availability constraints, 
demand requirements and total cost determination. It is this constraint section that characterizes the 
algebraic form of an LP. This section is the most important part of the entire model description, as it 
forms the basis for the LP matrix to be constructed. 
3.5. Comparing the algebraic and matrix generator" forms 
Both algebraic languages and matrix generator languages are in common use today in practical 
applications of linear programming. Both approaches upport the manipulation of index sets, the 
presentation of data in tabular form, the computation of coefficient values and the concise specification 
of large portions of an LP. Despite their similarity, the choice between an algebraic form and a matrix 
generator form is more than just a matter of taste. How to make this choice is a debate discussed 
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extensively in the literature (see e.g. [11,27,51,63]). In this respect here are three important issues. Each 
of these issues will be reviewed and discussed next. 
Column-wise versus row-wise 
The choice between a column-wise and a row-wise model representation is determined by several 
factors. 
° A first factor is the background of the model builder. A person with a background in mathematics 
tends to favor a row-wise formulation. On the other hand, someone with an process industry 
background may think in terms of processes, which are readily translated into activities. Such a 
person favors a column-wise formulation. 
° A second factor is the character of the application. There are several applications that involve 
material balances, flow constraints and resource constraints. These applications are more naturally 
formulated row-wise. There are other applications that involve the generation of trips, schedules 
and cutting stock patterns. These applications are more naturally formulated in terms of variables 
° A third factor is the orientation of the language. Some matrix generator languages only accept 
column-wise representations, while most algebraic languages only accept row-wise representations. 
This distinction between column-wise and row-wise model representations becomes less severe as new 
technology is developed to support he construction of both types of models. 
Model versus matrix specification 
A linear programming model is a description of reality that can be translated into algorithm's form. 
The linear program may be specified as a model or as a matrix (either row- or column-wise). 
In a row-wise model specification the following constructs are typically allowed: 
• A variable may occur more than once within a single constraint. 
• A group of terms may be multiplied by a single parameter. 
• Multiple constant erms may be placed throughout a constraint. 
A row-wise matrix specification, however, has the following requirements: 
° A variable appears only once in a constraint with a single coefficient specificaton. 
o All constant erms are written on the right hand side of the constraint. 
The freedom offered within the framework of model specification results in model descriptions that 
are easier to understand, maintain and verify. Consider the following simple example contrasting a
row-wise model representation with a row-wise matrix representation based on the above freedom and 
requirements. 
Parameters: 
m : Availability of raw material. 
p : Amount of raw material required to produce one unit of X. 
q : Amount of raw material required to produce one unit of Y. 
r : Amount of raw material required to produce one unit of Z. 
s : Scaling factor to change the unit of measurement. 
z : Fixed number of units of Z to be produced. 
Variables: 
x : Number of units of X to be produced. 
y : Number of units of Y to be produced. 
Constraints: 
1) : (px+qy+rz) /s<_m/s .  
2) : (p /s )x+(q /s )y<m/s - rz / s .  
As a second illustration consider the event that a parameter declaration has changed into a variable 
declaration. In that case the constraints in the model specification are not affected. In the matrix 
specification, however, both the left and right hand sides of the affected constraints need to be adjusted. 
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MPS name construction versus indexing 
Matrix generator languages generally require the model builder to construct he MPS names for 
similar groups of rows and columns. Each member in a group is uniquely identified by one or more 
labels. The MPS name construction process consists of concatenating these labels into strings of at most 
eight characters. The interpretation of the resulting strings may be difficult to remember. For example, 
the string XMARO could be interpreted in one application as the transport (X) from Marseille (MA) to 
Rotterdam (RO). In another application the same string could be interpreted as the production (X) 
during march (MAR) of oil (O). 
In the algebraic form the members in a group are identifiied by a group name and one or more labels 
separated by comma's and parentheses. For example, Transport(Marseille, Rotterdam) or Produc- 
tion(March, Oil) are illustrations of indexing in algebraic languages. References to individual items in 
algebraic languages are thus easier to understand, maintain and verify than in matrix generators. 
Summary 
Several classes of languages for the formulation of LPs have been presented and compared in some 
detail. On the one extreme there is the algorithm's form to which every other form has to be translated. 
The translation of the MPS form into the algorithm's form is straightforward, but the MPS form itself is 
difficult to understand, maintain and verify. Both matrix generators and algebraic languages can be used 
as an alternative to construct either the MPS form cw the algorithm's form directly. The matrix generator 
form and the algebraic form are closer to the modeler's form, and are thus easier to understand, 
maintain and verify. There are differences between these two forms in terms of 1) row-wise versus 
column-wise, 2) model versus matrix specification, and 3) MPS name construction versus indexing. These 
differences have consequences for the understandability, maintainability and verifiability of resulting 
model formulations. 
4. Algorithm's form and algebraic form for mixed integer and nonlinear programming 
The previous ection is restricted to languages for the formulation of LPs. There are, however, many 
practical applications involving mixed integer programming (MIP) or nonlinear programming (NLP). In 
this section some of the differences between the representation f MIPs and NLPs on the one hand and 
LPs on the other hand hand are noted. 
4.1. Mixed integer programming forms 
The MIPs that are solved in a piactical environment are essentially LPs in which some or all of the 
decision variables are restricted to be either integer or binary. In practice this is specified as part of the 
declaration of the variables. This implies that there are no additional arguments o determine the choice 
between the various forms discussed in the previous ection. 
There are several MIP-based applications in which the model description contains rather intricate 
constructs in order to obtain a correct formulation of the underbjing reality. Examples of such 
applications are sequencing problems in which an order of objects must be determined as part of the 
optimal solution (see, e.g. [30,56]). This indicates that existing forms are not a!ways adequate and that 
new forms for the representation f MIPs still have to be found. 
4. 2. Nonlinear programming forms 
An NLP contains nonlinear expressions in terms of the decision variables in the objective function 
and/or the constraints. As a resuR the NLP cannot be represented exclusively as a matrix of numbers. 
This implies that the MPS form and matrix generator form are not entirely applicable, because 
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additional subroutines for the nonlinear parts of the model must be supplied by the user. Only the 
algorithm's form and the algebraic form of an NLP are used in practice. Consider these two forms. 
® The algorithm's form consists of a collection of subroutines that evaluate the nonlinear expressions 
in terms of the input variables x~ . . . . .  x n [23,24]. The model builder must map the names of the 
decision variables in the application to the indices of these input variables. At this point of time 
there is no generally accepted standard for the algorithm's form of NLPs (such as the MPS form for 
LPs). 
° The algebraic form of an NLP is an equation oriented description of the problem in terms of the 
names of the decision variables. The algebraic form of an NLP is therefore similar to the algebraic 
form of an LP. 
Comparing these two forms in terms of understandability, maintainability and verifiability the same 
arguments of the previous ection apply. With respect to maintainability one should also consider the 
change of a model from an LP to an NLP. In the event that the algorithm's form is used, the affected 
elements must be removed and an extra subroutine for derivative valuation (Jacobian and/or  Hessians) 
must be added. In the event that the algebraic form is used, only the affected constraints and/or  
objective function need to be reformulated [14]. 
On the evidence presented in this and the previous section it is clear that of the discussed tools, 
algebraic languages form the preferred ones for the representation of mathematical programming 
models. In the next section, several of the characteristics of existing modeling languages will be 
examined. 
5. A comparison between algebraic languages 
In previous sections the algebraic form has been referred to as if it were a single form. In practice, 
however, this form is expressed via the many different algebraic languages that are available. Some of the 
main differences between these languages will be considered in this section. Selected algebraic languages 
presented in the literature are referenced in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Algebraic languages and selected aspects 
Name Index sets h Data base e References 
! N L G M T I E 
1 LANDO x a X X [3,4] 
LP-Model X X x x x [5] 
UIMP x x x x x × [26] 
LPM x x x x [53] 
5 CAMPS x x [57,58] 
LMC X x X X X [64] 
CAMP x x X [71] 
MGG x x x x x X [78,74l 
LAMP × x x X [79] 
10 ULP x x x x [88] 
GAMS X x X x x [11,15,63l 
LPL X x X x x [46] 
AMPL X x x x x x [29] 
MPL X x X X x [62l 
15 OMP X X X X X X [20] 
LINGO X x x x x X [73] 
17 SML x X X X X [32,34,35] 
a × : The language has this feature. 
b Features of index sets: !: Integers as elements; N: Names for elements; L: Lags and Leads upported; G: General Algebraic 
Sums: M -- MPS naming conventions. 
c Separation between data and model. T: Text stored in separate files; I: Internal database; E: External database. 
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One aspect in which algebraic languages differ is their syntax: the use of square brackets or curly 
braces, the m~ximum length of an identifier, the choice of keywords (sum/sigma, int/integer), the need 
to declare identifiers, etc. Even though such design choices are of" some importance, they are not 
discussed here. 
Tile following three aspects of algebraic languages are considered to be more fundamental. The first 
aspect is the support of index sets and indexing capability within the language. The second aspect is the 
separation between model and data. The third aspect is the integration of the language with its external 
environment. Such as environment consists of solution algorithms, data base management systems, report 
writers, etc. Each of these three aspects will be considered in a separate subsection. 
5.L The support of index sets and indexing 
To a large extent he support of index sets and inderdng within an algebraic language determines if a 
single group of conceptually similar entities (such as parameters, variables and constraints) can conve- 
niently be described and referred to as a single group. In this respect there are three important features 
of index sets. These features are the use of names, the forming of subsets, and the referencing of 
elements in the same set. A particular algebraic language may or may not support any of these specific 
features. For a more elaborate discussion on index sets in modeling languages see [34]. 
The use of names 
The first feature of index sets is that their elements may take on the names of the entities they 
represent. Early algebraic languages only allowed a consecutive sequence of integers to be the contents 
of an index set. Though this feature may not seem to be theoretically important (everything possible with 
a set of names is possible with a set of integers), it is certainly of practical importance. If the names of 
entities are used instead of the numbers, then these names are also available for solution reports. This 
implies that a person does not have to remember the intended meaning of each number while inspecting 
versions of the raw data, the model and the solutions. The understandability is thus clearly enhanced. In 
addition, the need to maintain and verify a mapping between ames and numbers has been alleviated. 
The 7brining of subsets 
The second feature of index sets is the support o form subsets with the use of a 'such that' operator. 
This operator is the familiar vertical bar in the conventional set notation {x I ~(x)}, in which each object 
x that satisfies condition ~ is an element of the set. Whether or not this feature is present in a particular 
algebraic language has a definite impact on the conciseness toexpress constraints. This is best illustrated 
via an example. 
Consider a network flow conservation constraint. Such a constraint states that for each throughput 
node i the total flow into node i is equal to the total flow out of node i. This constraint is only proper ff 
flows are restricted to existing links in the network. With the 'such that' operator the network flow 
conservation constraints can then be written as follows: 
E Xij  - E X+. i = 0 V i~ V'. (1) 
j~Vl(i, j)~L j~VI(j, i)eL 
The indices i and j refer to the elements in the set Y of nodes. The set V' _ V represents he subset of 
throughput nodes and the set L _ V × V represents he set of viable links. The variable Xi. j represents 
the flow from node i to node j. If the variables Xij, (i, j )eL  are not excluded from the above 
constraint (and the other constraints in the model), then this would result in an error. It is illustrated in 
[55, pp. 497-500] that such an error may be hard to find. 
If the 'such that' operator is not supported by the algebraic language used, then there are several 
options to implement the above network flow conservation constraint. A first option is to fix the variables 
Xi. i, (i, j)q~ L at level zero. This results in a larger LP which is inefficient due to  the unnecessary 
generation (by the algebraic language interpreter) and elimination (by the algorithm) of superfluous 
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columns. A second option is that the variables X~,j, (i, j )~L  are given extremely high costs (in 
minimization problem) such that they will never be selected to have a nonzero value. This is even more 
inefficient han the previous option in that the algorithm cannot remove such columns beforehand. 
third option is to provide an equivalent formulation of the above constraints by using zero-one tables ol 
the form zi.~ = 1 if (i, j) ~ L and 0 otherwise. The constraint is then as follows: 
E z,,~x~,j- E z~.,x~,,-- o vi E g'. (2) 
j~V' jEV' 
In (2) all coefficients of Xi. i are evaluated and zeros removed for each i ~ V'. In (1) evaluation of zero 
coefficients can be skipped via an efficient implementation (see [12]). 
The understandability and verifiability of model descriptions i enhanced by the support of the 'such 
that' operator. In (1) the intended use of L (the selection of relevant variables) is made explicit. In (2) 
the intended use of z can only be deduced from its declaration. In (1) there is no need to verify that the 
elements of z remain restricted to be zeros and ones. More elaborate xamples of the usage of the 'such 
that' operator can be found in [9,63]. 
The referencing of  other elements 
The third feature of index sets is the support of operators which allow referencing to other elements 
in the same set. In this respect he lag and lead operators are frequently used examples• Consider the 
following illustration containing a simple inventory balance of a time-staged model with the use of a lag 
operator. 
6=1,_~+c, vt~l  . . . . .  T (3) 
Here T is the number of periods in the planning horizon, I t is the inventory at the end of period t (t = 0: 
initial inventory), and Ct is the change of inventory during period t. The lag operator is ' -  1' in ' It- m'. 
The previous period is referenced via the application of this operator. If this operator is not supported, 
then the above inventory balance needs to be reformulated. A possible reformulation is contained in the 
extra definition and constraint below. In the extra definition the two indices t and t'  are linked together 
such that t'  denotes the period before t. 
V t~ l  . . . . .  T, t 'E0  . . . .  T - l :  Pt t, = / true if t '=t -1 ,  
• ' [ false otherwise, (4) 
V t~ l  . . . . .  T, t '  E O . . . . .  T -  I I Pt, t, is true: I t= It, + C r (5) 
The understandability and maintainability of model descriptions is enhanced by the support of 
operators which allow referencing to other elements in the same set. In (3) it is clear which time periods 
are referenced. In (5) this can only be deduced from the construction of the extra definition (4). Equation 
(3) does not need maintenance when the set T is modified. Definition (4), however, needs to be adjusted 
to the new set T. 
From the above discussion on the three features of index sets one may conclude that they are not 
essential in an algebraic language. After all, an alternative method of representation was presented for 
each of the three features. A comparison of formulations with and without these features leads to the 
conclusion, however, that the understandability, maintainability and verifiability of model descriptions 
are clearly enhanced by their presence. 
5.2. Separation between model and data 
The second main aspect of algebraic languages considered in this section is the separation between 
model and data. In this subsection the term 'model' refers to the declaration of sets, parameters and 
variables in addition to the specification of objective and constraints at the grouped level. The term 
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'data' refers to the contents of sets and parameters. The term 'separation' refers to a physical separation 
in which model and data are stored separately. 
There are two reasons to make a separation between model and data. The first reason is related to 
the human ability to abstract. Through the separation between model and data each part can be read 
and understood separately. The second reason is related to maintainability and verifiability. Throughout 
the practical life of a mathematical programming application, data tends to change more frequently than 
the model. By realizing a separation between model and data it can be ensured that the frequent changes 
in data do not corrupt he model. 
Several different ways of realizing a separation between model and data can be distinguished. 
.Algebraic languages that support one or more of these forms of separation are referenced in Table 4. 
Three forms and their associated merits are discussed below. 
I~ The data is stored in one or more text files. The format in which to enter these data is defined by the 
language, and the data is directly linked to the identifiers used in the model. The advantage to a 
model builder is that a falniliar text editor can be used to enter or to modify the data. 
2. ~rhe data is stored in files managed by a data base management system (DBMS) internal to the 
mathematical programming environment. One advantage is that the data can be directly referenced 
frern within the model using the already d~clared identifiers. Another advantage is that there can be 
special facilities offe,:ed by an internal DBMS to enter and to modify data. 
3. The data is stored in files managed by a DBMS external to the mathematical programming 
envir~,nment. Before an execution step is made, the necessary input data must he requested from the 
extemtd DBMS. Advantages are that data may be shared by other applications and that data is 
maintained at only one place. 
From the above it can be concluded that each of the three ways to realize a separation between model 
and data contribute in their own way to the understandability, maintainability and verifiability of both 
model and data. 
5.3. The algebraic language and its environment 
The environment in which an algebraic language functions, consists of several components. A 
database management system, referred to in the previous ubsection, is one such component. Other 
major components are a solution system (also called solver), a model management system, a report writer 
and an a posteriori analysis ystem. The interface between these components and the algebraic language 
has not been standardized. The existing interfaces for all languages mentioned in Table 4 are not 
enumerated here. Instead, each of the components i  briefly reviewed, and the purpose of information 
flows between them and the algebraic language interpreter is considered. 
Solution system 
A solution system accepts a model in algorithm's form and delivers the solution after having solved the 
underlying model. The algorithm's form can be a translation of the algebraic form produced by the 
algebraic language interpreter. The information flow from the solution system to the algebraic language 
interpreter consists of error messages. The algebraic language interpreter can then add the names of 
relevant constraints and variables to make the error messages meaningful for the user. 
Model management system 
The model management system manages models, data and solutions. It resembles a data base 
management system in that it is capable of creating, storing, removing and displaying the resources it
manages. The interested reader is referred to, e.g. [21,22,67]. 
The four major tasks of a model management system are: 
1. Linking data sets to models, and passing them on to the algebraic language interpreter. 
2. Performing what-if analysis, which consists of updating data items and tracing how these changes 
affect he solutions. 
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3. Combining models, which consists of using the solution from one model as data input for another. 
4. Aggregating models, which consists of taking components from other models to form a new model. 
All these tasks require an information flow from the algebraic language interpreter to the model 
management system. In the first task, namely the linking of data sets to models, the names of the 
parameters defined in the algebraic model must be passed to link them directly to data sets. In the 
second task, namely performing what..it analysis, new values can be associated with parameters via their 
names. In the third task, namely combining models, part of the solution of a first model can be identified 
via the variable and constraint names. These solution values can then be used as input data into a next 
model by linking the variable and constraint names of the previous model to the parameter names of the 
next model. In the fourth task, namely aggregating models, a model is constructed by selecting the 
components via their names. 
Report writer 
A report writer translates a solution from the algorithm's form into a human-readable form. The 
solution in algorithm's form contains information about each individual constraint (e.g. its marginal value 
and slack), and information about each individual variable (e.g. solution and marginal value). The 
information passed by the algebraic language interpreter to the report writer consists of the variable and 
equation names plus their linkage to the solution in algorithm's form. Without this information the 
report writer must translate the solution in algorithm's form using scanning and name matching 
techniques. 
A posteriori analysis system 
A posteriori analysis consists of interrogating the model and its solution to explain the results or to 
detect any remaining errors. Two such a posteriori analysis ystems operating on the MPS form of the 
model and its solution are PERUSE [55] and ANALYZE [36]. Extensions of ANALYZE have been 
realized to operate on the algebraic form using the algebraic language CAMPS [37,38]. The information 
that is provided by CAMPS to ANALYZE consists of all named objects in the model (sets, set elements, 
parameters, variables and equations). 
6. Modeling language research contributions 
Several contributions in the area of languages for mathematical programming have recently been 
made. These contributions seem to center around two distinct research paths. The first path consists of 
research to improve concepts in algebi'aiC languages. The second ' path consists of research to introduce 
radically different methods of representing mathematical programming models. Selected contributions 
are mentioned in the two subsections below. The interested reader is referred to the literature. 
6.1. Recent contributions to improve algebraic languages 
There are two different approaches to enhance algebraic languages. One approach is to enhance 
existing concepts uch as hierarchical index sets and compound index sets. Another approach is to 
introduce new concepts uch as model abstraction, assertions, dimensional nalysis, interactive specifica- 
tion of models and the introduction of sets as unknowns in the formulation of MIPs. 
Hierarchical Sets. In Section 5.1 only integers, names and tuples were mentioned as elements of index 
sets. An extension is the concept of index sets as elements of index sets. At least three algebraic 
languages exist in which such a concept is supported. In UIMP [26] the concept of a STRUCTURE is 
introduced. A STRUCTURE is an index set containing index sets or names. A STRUCTURE may be 
several evels deep and need not be balanced. It enables the specification of data for parameters with 
dimension three or higher within two dimensional tabular arrangements. In addition, STRUCFUREs 
can be employed in the specification of constraints. The operator 'IN' is available to reference the 
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elements directly below another element. In AMPL [29] sets of sets are introduced. Sets of sets are 
restricted to two levels. Set operators are provided such that new sets of sets can be created out of 
existing sets of sets. The operator 'in' can be used to reference the elements at the second level below an 
element at the first level. 
In LPL [46] a set is represented as a tree. An index may range over 1) the elements directly below 
another element, 2) all elements in the tree that are also sets, 3) all elements in the tree that are not sets 
(i.e. at the bottom of the tree), and 4) all elements in the tree. 
Compound sets. In AMPL [29] a compound set is a named subset of a cartesian product set. The name 
can subsequently be used to describe the domain (or a component in the domain) of parameters and 
variables. As a result the repeated construction of this subset at the declaration of parameters and 
variables can be avoided. 
Not only are there proposals for the improvement of existing concepts in algebraic languages, also new 
concepts are proposed to be added to algebraic languages. 
Model abstraction. Model abstraction is related to viewing a model as an object. Within such a view 
models can be combined to form new models, and characteristics such as size and class (LP, MIP, NLP) 
can be associated with each object. Model abstraction isgenerally considered to be important. In CAMP 
[71], for instance, model abstraction is realized by a modular organization of models, in which one model 
can use the results of other models. Much attention is paid to model abstraction within the framework of 
structured modeling languages ( ee, e.g. [32,33]). 
Assertions. An assertion is an explicitly stated assumption about data to be verified. A collection of 
well-designed assertions will enhance the overall reliability of models, and unnecessary solution steps can 
be avoided (see e.g. [9]). Assertions have been implemented in various languages, e.g. CAMP, AMPL 
and GAMS (the Abort statement). 
Dimensional nalysis. Dimensional analysis is a method known from physics to verify the consistent use 
of units in equations. For algorithmic programming languages various proposals have been made 
independently to incorporate dimensional analysis (see, e.g. [8,45,52]). Bradley and Clemence [13] have 
made a proposal to incorporate dimensional analysis into algebraic languages. They also discuss their 
proposal in the context of model abstraction and assertions. 
Supporting special model structures. Special structures uch as piece-linear structures, network struc- 
tures, and column-oriented structures are described as extension to AMPL by Fourer and Gay [28]. 
Interactive specification. Every model builder employs a user interface while constructing a mouel. The 
time and effort spent behind a computer is considerably reduced if the user interface is well-designed. A 
user interface may provide menus in order to structure the interaction, and from these menus a request 
to 'fill in the forms' can be invoked. In order to speed up the entry of a model component the system 
may offer lists with already declared names to select from. As a result, long descriptive names need to be 
entered only once, which reduces the chance of making typing errors. Two examples of systems in which 
the designers have paid much attention to the model builder's user interface are CAMP [71] and CAMPS 
[57]. 
The formulation of MIPs. The computational effort necessary to solve a MIP using the branch and 
bound method strongly depends on the search order of the tree nodes. This search process may be 
guided by the setting of several parameters ( ee Section 5.3). A different approach as been proposed by 
Bisschop and Fourer [10]. They propose to append a separate section to the algebraic model containing 
statements in an algebraic like notation to determine the search order of the tree nodes. 
Each of the above-referenced contributions may add to the usefulness of algebraic languages. There 
are, however, also researchers who search for new ways to describe mathematical programming models. 
6.2. Recent contributions to new model representations 
Recently, several developments have been reported about languages and systems in which representa- 
tions can be constructed that are neither column-wise nor row-wise. 
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Simulation based formulations. Simulation is a very popular tool within MS/OR and has its own 
special notation. Once a simulation model has been formulated and implemented, several decision 
variables can be selected which are presumed to have an influence on some objective. A next possible 
step is to find a good choice of values for these decision variables. It is suggested in [17,40] to use a 
mathematical programming algorithm for this purpose, rather than testing several sets of values for these 
decision variables by hand. The simulation model, these variables and the objective form then a 
representation f the mathematical programming model. 
Spreadsheet based formulations. Within business applications spreadsheets are very popular tools and 
their users may want to use optimization within the same framework. In the case of spreadsheets three 
examples are SIMP [48], What's Best [75] and IFPS/OPTIMUM [69,70]. 
Block-wise formulations. An alternative to formulating an LP row-wise or column-wise is block-wise. 
An LP is viewed and formulated as a sparse matrix of blocks. A block may consist of other blocks or of 
coefficients. MIMI [7], MathPro [61], and PAM [86] are languages that support block-wise formulations. 
An advantage of the block-wise approach is that an overview of the LP matrix follows directly from the 
formulation. 
Graphical representations. There are several practical applications in which a major part of a model 
can be described in terms of financial and material flows. These flows result from changing funds and 
materials in place (transport), in time (to the next period) or in each other (blending, mixing, buying, 
etc.). A collection of flows can be graphically displayed in a flow chart. In [59,60,83] expert system 
technology is used to infer an algebraic representation of an LP from a graphical (flow chart) 
representation combined with a textual annotation. 
Attributed graphs are a widely used paradigm for representing management science models such as 
network models and vehicle routing models. The system by Jones [49] is an interactive system for 
displaying and manipulating attributed graph~. In addition, a graph grammar can be specified by the user 
of this system. Such a graph grammar defines the updates that can be made to a graph. 
7. Conclusions 
Based on the evidence presented in previous ections the following conclusions can be made: 
There are several classes of languages for the representation f linear programs. The class of algebraic 
languages i the preferred class when evaluated according to the understandability, maintainability and 
verifiability of the resulting model descriptions. 
Algebraic languages also form the preferred medium for the description of nonlinear programs. 
The support of index sets within algebraic languages is a crucial aspect for the description of 
large-scale mathematical programming models. Additional features of index sets are the use of names for 
elements in sets rather than numbers only, the support of subsets of cartesian product sets, and the use 
of lag and lead operators. Further esearch on index sets in algebraic languages will lead to considerable 
improvements in the understandability, maintainability and verifiability of the resulting model descrip- 
tions. 
Two other important aspects of algebraic languages are the separation between model and data, and 
the integration of the algebraic language interpreter with the other components in an mathematical 
programming environment. 
There are several factors that influence and change the way models are build and used in a practical 
setting. A first factor is the growing complexity of the real world to be modeled..A second factor is that 
faster computers and improved solution technology permit he integration of formerly separate decision 
problems. A third factor is that decision makers want understandable, maintainable and verifiable 
models and solutions within a short period of time. A fourth factor is the growing developments in user 
interfaces. These factors will contribute to the integration of modeling software in which algebraic 
languages play a central role. Extensive research is needed to ensure that future applications of 
mathematical programming models will remain successful. 
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Append|x 
The Cannery problem [lg] is a small but usefui example to illustrate the differences among classes of 
languages for the formulation of LP models. 
In this appendix s~ different representations (A-F) of the Cannery problem are provided. Based on 
the natural language description of the problem (A) an algebraic description (B) is providod. This 
description is made explicit (C), and then ordered column-wise int~> MPS form (D). Grouped representa- 
tions are provided in the matrix generator language OMNI (E) and the algebraic language GAMS (F). 
A. Natural anguage description 
In the Cannery problem the goal is to minimize the transportation cost induced by transporting goods 
from canneries to warehouses. Each cannery has a limited amount of that good available and each 
warehouse requires a particular amount. 
Although this natural anguage description is concise and straightforward, it is not precise and formal 
enough to be translated by a computer into algorithm's form. 
B. Structured algebraic description 




1 : Canneries. 
J : Warehouses. 
Parameters: 
ai : Availability at cannery i, i ~ I (tons), 
r~ : Requirement at warehouse j, j ~Y (tons), 
c~,~ : Transport cost from cannery, i to warehouse j, i ~I ,  j ~ J  (S/ton). 
Variables: 
xi, j : Shipment from cannery i to warehouse A i ~ I, j ~ J, xi, j >t 0 (tons). 
Structure section 
Minimize total cost of shipment: 





~xi j<a  i V i~ l .  
j~J 
~x i , j>r  j vy~J .  
i~l 
Table 5 
ai: Availability at cannery i, i ~ I (tons) 
I a~ sh 
Seattle 350 SE 
San Diego 650 SD 
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Table 6 
dfi Requirement a warehouse j, j e~ J (tons) 
y d s sh 
New York 300 NY 
Chicago 300 CH 
Kansas City 300 KC 
Table 7 
ci.s: Transportation cost from cannery i to warehouse j, i ~ !, j ~ ./(S/ton) 
I J 
New York Chicago Kansas City 
Seattle 2.5 1.7 1.8 
San Diego 2.5 1.8 1.4 
The value of the objective function is the total transportation cost. The availability constraint states 
that for each cannery i, the sum of the goods transported from that cannery is less than or equal to the 
limited amount available at that cannery. The requirement constraint is similar to ttle availability 
constraint, and states that the required demand at each warehouse j must be met. 
In this example the sets are I = {Seattle, San Diego} and J = {New York, Chicago, Kansas City]. The 
other data is contained in Tables 5-7.  The code names in the column 'sh' are used in the construction of 
names in both the explicit algebraic and MPS forms (Appendix D and E, respectively). 
C. Explicit algebraic form 
Without indexing each individual constraint is written down in full detail. 
Minimize 
2.5 • XSENY + 1.7 * XSECH + 1.8 * XSEKC + 2.5 * XSDNY + 1.8 * XSDCH + 1.4, XSDKC 
subject o 
XSENY + XSECH + XSEKC < = 350 
XSDNY + XSDCH + XSDKC < =650 
XSENY + XSDNY > =300 
XSECH + XSDCH > =300 
XSEKC + XSDKC > -- 300 
D. MPS 
The MPS form of the Cannery problem is stated below. It has been tested and solved successfully 
using MPSX/370 V2 [47]. Note that the MPS form is essentially a column after column copy of the 
above formulation. More about MPS can be found in e.g. [47,65]. 
An MPS form is organized into lines and sections made up of one or more lines. A line contains either 
documentation, data or the name of a section. A line containing documentation starts with an asterisk. A
line containing data consists of several fields adhering to the format described in Table 8. 
Table 8 
The fields and contents of an MPS data line 
Field No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Positions 2-3 5-12 15-22 25-36 40-47 50-61 
Contents Indicator Name Name Value Name Value 
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There are seven sections of which five are required and two are optional. The required sect~ are 
NAME, ROWS, COLUMNS, RHS and ENDATA. The optional sections are RANGES and BOUNDS. 
Except for the sections NAME and ENDATA, each section starts with its name followed by one or more 
lines containing data. Only the contents of the required sections are summarized below and are used in 
the example. 
The NAME section consists of one line starting with NAME, and the name of the LP in field 3. 
The ROWS section contains data about each row in the matrix. Field I contains the type of the row. 
The name of the row is contained in field 2. There are four types of rows. An N indicates a neutral row 
(which is a candidate for the objective function), a G indicates a > constraint, an L indicates a < 
constraint, and an E indicates an = constraint. 
The COLUMNS section contains the nonzero elements. This is by far the largest section. The lines 
containing the nonzero elements in one column must be adjacent. Each line contains one or two nonzero 
elements belonging to a single column. Field 2 contains the column name, field 3 contains the row name, 
and field 4 contains the value of the first nonzero. If a line contains two nonzero elements, then field 5 
contains the second row name and field 6 contains the value of the second nonzero. 
The RHS section contains one or more right hand sides. The format is the same as in the COLUMNS 
section except hat field 2 contains the name of the right hand side. 
The ENDATA section signals the end of the MPS form, and contains no further data. 
The BOUNDS and RANGES section are optional. By default a variable ranges from 0 to infinity. In 
the BOUNDS section different bounds can be specified. By default the value of the left hand side of a 
constraint is only bounded by the right hand side value. In the RANGES section another bound for the 
left hand side can be specified such that the value of the left hand side ranges between the bounds 










XSENY OBJ 2.5 
XSENY AVSE 1.0 
XSENY RENY 1.0 
XSECH OBJ 1.7 
XSECH AVSE 1.0 
XSECH RECH 1.0 
XSEKC OBJ 1.8 
XSEKC AVSE 1.0 
XSEKC REKC 1.0 
XSDNY OBJ 2.5 
XSDNY AVSD 1.0 
XSDNY RENY 1.0 
XSDCH OBJ 1.8 
XSDCH AVSD 1.0 
XSDCH RECH 1.0 
XSDKC OBJ 1.4 
XSDKC AVSD 1.0 
















The OMNI matrix generator program presented below has been designed to write out the above MPS 
formulation. It has been tested and solved successfully. The following comments are in order: 
Note that only basic facilities of OMNI are illustrated. An OMN| key word always tarts in column 6. 
The program consists of thrt~¢ sections, namely the dictionary, data and generator section. 
The dictionary section starts with the key word DICTIONARY. This section contains classes and 
members of classes. These classes and members are similar constructs as sets and elements in algebraic 
languages. The length of a class name forms the maximum length of the member names. These member 
names are used in the construction of MPS names. Both the class names and the member names may be 
documented. This documentation can then be used by report writing statements in OMNI. 
fo~The data section starts with the key word DATA. The data section contains the numeric data in the 
rm of tables. These tables are two-dimensional rrangements of data. If a parameter is three or more 
dimensional, then the data values for that parameter may be specified in several two-dimensional data 
tables. 
The generator section is started with a key word signaling that something must be written to the file 
containing the MPS form. The key words are COPY and FORM. The generator section generates the 
file containing the MPS form. 
The key word COPY indicates that the lines following must be copied to the MPS file until a line 
containing a OMNI key word is encountered. The first COPY statement copies the first two lines of the 
MPS file. The key word FORM indicates that something is to be formed. The first thing to be formed is 
the ROW with name OBJ. Next, there is a SECTION of several ROWs to be formed, namely one for 
each member in the class II. A row name is a concatenation of AV and a member of the class II. 
The form statement can also be used to FORM groups of column VECTORs. A column name is 
formed by concatenating to X a member of the class II and a member of the class JL The meaning of the 
generator statement for the generation of RHS and ENDATA sections hould now be clear. The last 
ENDATA (starting in column 6) signals the end of the OMNI matrix generator. 
DiCTiONARY 
CLASS !1 CANNERIES 
SE SEATTLE 
SD SAN DIEGO 
CLASS JJ WAREHOUSES 
NY NEW YORK 
CH CHICAGO 
KS KANSAS CITY 
DATA 
TABLE A AVAiLABILiTiES 
H > CASES 
SE 350 
SD 600 
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TABLE R REQUIREMENTS 




TABLE C COST DATA 
H > NY CH KS 
SE 2.5 1.7 1.8 






FORM SECTION (ll) 
FORM ROW 
AV(U) =L 
FORM SECTION, END 
FORM SECTION (JJ) 
FORM ROW 
RE(JJ) =G 
FORM SECTION, END 
COPY 
COLUMNS 
FORM SECTION (ll)(JJ) 
FORM VECTOR X(il)(Jd) 
OBJ =TABLE C ((JJ), (11)) 
AV(Ii) = 1 
RE(JJ) =1 
FORM SECTION, END 
COPY 
RHS 
FORM SECTION (11) 
FORM VECTOR RHSIDE 
AV(ll) =TABLE A (CASES, (ll)) 
FORM SECTION, END 
FORM SECTION (JJ) 
FORM VECTOR RHSIDE 
RE(JJ) =TABLE R (CASES, (JJ)) 





The following program is written in the algebraic language GAMS. It has been tested and solved 
successfully. 'the following comments are in order: 
Note that only basic facilities of GAMS are illustrated. The GAMS program consists of several 
sections, each starting with a key word. GAMS identifiers may be up to ten characters in length. 
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Documenting text can be added to each identifier. This documentation can later be used in the 
construction of reports. 
In the SETS section the sets i and j are declared and specified. In the PARAMETER and TABLE 
sections the parameters are declared and numeric data of the problem is specified or derived. ]In the 
VARIABLES section the nonnegative variable x~j and free variable trcost are declared. In GAMS the 
objective to be minimized or ma~:imized must be an explicitly declared free variable. In the EQUA- 
TIONS section the constraints are declared first and then defined. Note that the objective function is 
represented as an equality constraint. In the MODEL section ALL constraints are gathered to tbrm an 
LP. In the SOLVE section a solution system is selected to solve a model optimizing a free variable (the 
one that contains the objective function value). Finally, in the DISPLAY section two tables are requested 
containing the solution and marginal value~. 
SETS i Canneries / Seattle, San-Diego / 
j Warehouses / New-York, Chicago, KansasCity / ;  
PARAMETER a(i) Available inventory (cases of tins per year) 
/ Seattle 350 
San-Diego 600 / ;  
PARAMETER r(j) Required inventory (cases of tins per year); 
R(J) =300; 
TABLE c(i, j) Transport cost per ton (dollars per case) 
New-York Chicago KansasCity 
SeatUe 25 17 18 
San-Diego 25 18 14 
VARIABLES x(i, j) Shipments (cases of tins per year) 
trcest Transport cost (dollars per wJar) 
POSITIVE VARIABLE x; 
EQUATIONS cost Cost definition 
supply(O Availability constraint 
demand(J) Requirement constraint; 
cost ...trcost =E =SUM(O, j), c(i, j) • x(i, j)); 
supply(i) ... SUM(j, x(i, j)) =L =a(i); 
demand(j) ... SUM(i, x(i, j)) =G =r(j); 
MODEL transport/ALL / ;  
SOLVE transport USING LP MINIMIZING trco;$t; 
DISPLAY x.I, x.rn 
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